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Do you have the right backup 

solution? 
 

No business ever wants to experience 

downtime. It can be devasting for a business. 

When a business is down, customers cannot 

make purchases or access account 

information. Employees cannot work. The 

lost revenue adds up quickly. In today’s 

world, downtime is no longer acceptable. 

From server failure and power outages to 

cyber threats, downtime can be caused by a 

number of factors. No company can afford to 

be down. Think about the number of 

employees affected by a disaster, their 

wages, the associated overhead costs and the 

revenue lost because of the disaster and it 

all adds up for every hour of downtime. 

There are some steps that you can take to 

understand what type of backup solution is 

right for your organization.  

 

Step 1 – Determine the amount of downtime 

the company faces. Meaning, how much time 

would it take to recover your data, either 

locally or from the cloud, in case of data loss 

or disruption.  Factors to take in 

consideration: The size of the data, time 

between backups, and recovery process start 

time. 

Estimate Downtime: (X Days X Hours X 

Minutes) Add your Recovery Process Start 

Time to the amount of time it takes to fully 

recover the data lost or not accessible (Local 

Recovery Time). Also consider the speed at 

this the lost/inaccessible data is recovered 

and the network traffic.  This can be 

different if it is restored locally or from the 

cloud. 

Example: Recovery Process Start Time:  

1 hour 

Local Recovery Time: 1170 Seconds 

(approx. 20 mins) 

Recovery Process Start Time + Local 

Recovery Time = Downtime 

 Downtime = 1 hour and 20 mins 
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Step 2 – Determine the cost of downtime. 

Calculate an estimate of the hourly cost of 

downtime.  Factors in determining cost are the 

following with examples: 

 # of Employees Affected: 10 

 Average Wage: $25/hr 

 Overhead Cost: $100/hr 

 Revenue Lost: $250/hr (10 employees * 

$25/hr) 

 Total Cost of Downtime: $600/hr [(# of 

Employees * Wage) + (Overhead +Lost Revenue)] 

Step 3 - Determine what is your Recovery Time 

Objective. What is the length of time it take for 

your company to restore business operations from 

an outage. Consider what if the power goes out. 

How much downtime can you afford?   

Step 4- Can your current backup solution get you 

back up and running within your Recovery Time 

Objective?  

 

What options does ChosenLan have? 

ChosenLan is a partner of Datto, which has 

different backup solutions available. To fully 

understand your needs, ChosenLan would come in 

and evaluate your backup needs and discuss what 

your Recovery Time Objective is and how we can 

help you achieve that.  

Datto Continuity is a robust, all-in-one business 

continuity solution that brings together state of 

the art hardware with a secure cloud storage 

capability. This results in a comprehensive 

backup, recovery, and business continuity solution 

that gets your business up and running instantly in 

the event you cannot access your data or system. 

Datto backups your data as frequently as every 5 

minutes. Datto has the capability to restore entire 

servers in minutes, not hours or days. Datto offers 

both local and cloud options for data recovery. 

Datto also offers a portal and alert system for 

ChosenLan to know instantly if there is a 

downtime, failures, or errors.  

For more information on Datto backup solutions, 

please send an email to contact@chosenlan.com 

with the subject “Request for Datto Backup 

Solutions” 
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